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Who is involved in OLAC?
1.Aboriginal Studies Electronic Data Archive 
2.Academia Sinica
3.African Language Materials Archive
4.Alaska Native Language Center
5.Archive of Indigenous Languages of Latin America 
6.Audio Archive of Linguistic Fieldwork (UC Berkeley)
7.ATILF Resources
8.Centre de Ressources pour la Description de l'Oral
9.CHILDES Data Repository
10.Comparative Corpus of Spoken Portuguese
11.Cornell Language Acquisition Laboratory
12.DOBES catalogue (MPI, Nijmegen)
13.Ethnologue: Languages of the World
14.European Language Resources Association
15.Laboratoire Parole et Langage
16.Linguistic Data Consortium Corpus Catalog
17.LINGUIST List Language Resources
18.Natural Language Software Registry




23.Research Papers in Computational Linguistics
24.Rosetta Project 1000 Language Archive
25.SIL Language and Culture Archives
26.Surrey Morphology Group Databases
27.Survey for California and Other Indian Languages
28.TalkBank Data Repository
29.Tibetan and Himalayan Digital Library
30.Typological Database Project
31.University of Bielefeld Language Archive
32.Virtual Kayardild Archive (Melbourne)
How does OLAC work?
1. Archives submit catalogs 
in a standard format
2.Central index is 
updated every 8 hours
3.Accessed via 
search services
How does OLAC Metadata relate to Dublin Core?
• OLAC has extended Dublin Core metadata by providing additional 







OLAC Coverage in Relation to Language Size
Online Resources in Relation to Language Size






• searching for language resources on the web
• library catalogues and the deep web
• discovering OLAC
• NSF Project: “OLAC : Accessing the World’s Language Resources”
1.improve access to resources in language archives
2.improve access to language resources on the web
Conclusion
• OLAC has a functioning infrastructure that allows our community to index and 
discover endangered language documentation
• We need to encourage every institution with endangered language resources 
to participate so that the catalog can be complete
• We could enhance standards for resource description to support metrics for 
summarising the extent of documentation for a language
OLAC Website: Documents




XML Format of OLAC Record
Display Format for OLAC Record
Metadata Quality Analysis for OLAC Record
Comparative Archive Metrics
